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Revolution With Telekom? YES!
Telekom can easily serve a greater good by taking Hungarian Literature to people’s homes

POWER
Telekom is one of the leading technology companies with great penetration and powerful
network all over the country.

PERCEPTION
Telekom has the power to change people’s mind and spark the light in nation’s heart with the
idea of a revolution.

PIONEER
Telekom is a true pioneer in the Hungarian market but never forgets the nation and its
culture.



SAVE THE CULTURE, SWITCH TO 
DIGITAL!

HUNGARIAN 
LITERATURE 

IS DYING

23% of sold books
are classical

Hungarian literature

Book selling shows a 
decreasing tendency

year by year

Only 6% of 
Hungarians read a 
classical Hungarian

book last year

More than half of 
Hungarians use their

smartphones for
typing more times a 

day

Source: TGI-NOK, 2017, 1-4.



READING IS UNISEX AND AGELESS
target audience

Reading literature can’t be differentiated by demographics.

We would like to spread the whole idea nationwide through 4 
motivation drivers:

CHARITY
ASSIGNED 
READING

COMMITTED
SELF-

EMOTIONS

Your Literature Revolution is 

starting NOW



Famous quotes with

a little twist

We would like to place famous quotes that
everybody knows, uncorrectly/filled with

emojis. Spread them online (Youtube
bumber) and offline (CL near 4-6 tram line) 

would generate buzz and awareness.

Will you leave them like this, or will you
correct them with Telekom?

Influencer cooperation

Finish the story together!

Famous people who are
committed to literature read a 

small part of a novel. But they stop 
at the most exciting moment.

You are the one who can help
them finish their story.

SPREAD THE MESSAGE FOR ALL



Type and 
help

Manage a cooperation between
Telekom and different charity
foundations. People can find their
favourite one and help them with
typing.

Typing a given number of characters
would result in real money for the
foundations.



Finding committed
people with geo-
trapping  

Push notifications around
famous locations where writers
spent their life at:

„Hey, its me Ady Endre! I spent 3 
years here writing some romantic
poems. Please help me live forever, 
don’t let it be forgotten.”



Competition 
among schools

Benefit from the great number
of assigned reading and turn it 
into a nation-wide competition.

Raise awareness via school
posters, teachers and social
media.



Start up self-emotions by adopting a 
literary work

Adopt a work, help it digitalize and help
your favourite writer live forever.

Telekom helps people connect with their
favourite wirters through their microsite.



How to measure success?

REACH
Budget:55% 

ENGAGEMENT
Budget: 45%

100% REVOLUTION


